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Editor’s note

At one time, memory was recorded by story tellers who kept oral records

of the past. Since mankind has moved from an oral to a literate culture,
documenting narratives and experiences has been the objective of writers
and photographers. In this second issue of The Indian River Review, our
contributors share their creative memories in different forms. Poets tell us
about an overhead conversation that stings with criticism, a lost love who
seems to disappear, a summer afternoon that stretches far ahead. Other authors
carve out stories of their ancestors never met and parents they idolized. These
textual memories are mixed in this issue with photographic evidence of time,
moments of time that have been stopped for us to examine closely. The editors
hope our readers will enjoy these shared memories a much as we have.

Short Fiction Editor: Hank Raulerson
Poetry Editor: Allison Riddles
Creative Non-Fiction/Photography Editor: Tammy Powley
Criticism/Book Reviews Editor: Sarah Mallonee
Creative Director/Graphic Design: Kristin Staats
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Passages
John Lambremont, Sr.

Corduroy the fence again,
mid-day clouds send showers onto
wet, still-sweating berms,
pearls that follow each other
down the gray necklace of today,
June folds herself into July,
a blue fly in a bluer bottle,
and the faded paint of memory
becomes thinner.
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Nothing Remembers
Michael Dickel

where in our times we these rocks piled into buildings
that fell down a thousand years ago dis(re)membered from war
or earthquake raised and razed again into where nothing
recalls again the warm day anemones bloom hollyhocks
poppies forget no one and another rain day another dry day
pass hot and cold while an orvani drops blue feathers in flight
a hawk sits calmly on a fencepost and flocks of egrets
traipse toward the sea no cattle no grains all harvested
in this place we would call holy land nothing left to it but conflict
with the passing of her life that tried so hard to hang onto one
moment many moments missed so many more empty echoes
a difficult way to say goodbye to a mother watching her
evaporate like rain in the desert her mind dust that dries
lips her droned words faded as warmth from a midnight rock
meaning what the layers of history these rocks un-piled
reveal sepia photos a couple of tin-types dust school
reports cards newspaper holes the shells of bugs raised and razed
again and again into our times where nothing remembers
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Labor Day
Jeffery C. Alfier

Late light burns against the rim of the west.
You take to the sidewalk that runs the length
of the neighborhood where the high stone walls
are shadowed by heights of sea pine and birch.
At a spot where tree roots buckle pavement
a cluster of feathers begins to merge
with swirling winds. But your mind releases
any metaphors before they can bloom,
your thoughts snapping you back to aromas
of summer that hang onto September –
that in-between month that seems lost as you.
Under skies that deepen toward night, your wife’s
at home billowing fresh sheets above beds,
her arms stretched wide, as though she were falling.
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Haikus from Havemeyer Street
Colin Dodds

Year’s end—Either
glitter or tears shine on the
face of a passing girl
Glass from a phone booth
Mingles with the dogwood petals
Sunday in April
A sparrow looks out
from a branch spiked with last
season’s Christmas lights
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From a Distance by Cristina Castro
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Candle (Post-Katrina)
Brian McCarty

The night is largely unbroken.
The other rooms seem locust husks
clinging to the living room’s single
EKG thrusts of light.
I’m still awake. The candle is smoking,
the dirt dauber preserved perfectly
pharaoh-like
in wax that warps around the edges.
The storm made a hole in the roof;
the flame, stunted with humidity,
bobs and weaves, but too slow to escape.
Its reflection on the glass, dim and
diminutive,
complicates the flames in other windows.
There is no central, consuming fire.
There is the moon, its dust
like slivers from a broken mirror
balancing ramshackle reflections.
I wonder who’s behind those other candles,
wish we could throw our flames together
into a massive, brilliant bonfire,
broken and brilliant, ironic
because of its finality;
we’ll preserve it deep into the night
with Jamaican rum, until the rum is gone.
But I stay silent. The pavement
is choked with debris.
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Heliocentric
Clifton Kelly

If he would only forget to shine
maybe I could draw them.
An eclipse,
just a brief one,
long enough for someone
to bathe an upturned face
in my cool, silver glow.
I could turn the tides
if he would go dark
for just a moment.
But he never does.
His piercing
goldenness
is constant.
They all whirl
about him, frantic
to please him,
to make offerings
in hopes of his continued warmth
and I remain
a pale sliver
in one corner of
his sky.
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Wheel of Death
Stacy Pratt

Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey
Circus came to town when I was 11.
We drove two hours in our best clothes
and had seats right in front of the flying trapeze,
in the middle of the elephant chain.
The ringmaster wore a top hat and red coat
with tails, and a woman folded herself
through a silver hoop the size of the platter
we used for passing desserts at church.
When the wheel of death began to turn,
I could not hide enough of my eyes
from the spectre of a spectacular wrong
step. Sitting between my warring
parents, I knew it would only take a moment’s
lost focus, a shoe’s slippery sole, a second
of not being perfect to turn the greatest
show on earth into the day everything changed
and couldn’t be fixed again.
So I closed my eyes and covered them
with my hands, and begged my parents
to tell me when it was over.
But when I saw the acrobat saluting
us in his sparkling blue outfit,
I was not relieved. I hated him for surviving
what shouldn’t have been done
in the first place, for taking such a chance
with something so precious
as our ignorance of disaster’s finality.
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Call Before You Visit
John Kidd

“In West Philadelphia born and” switches, swiftly,
to “Scooby Scooby Doo,” and I raise my eyebrows quickly
glaring at my lil’ sister. She sticks out her tongue and raises her middle finger
then, I grab a pillow deciding to share it with her.
Momma gives the look as she reaches behind the couch, only
to find that her switch is gone and sister places the blame on me.
The phone sharply rings and grants me treasured relief, the caller id reads
555-6433. This is call number three from the same identity.
No one speaks, but a broad breath signals a presence.
This daily habit is something far from pleasant.
I hang up the phone returning it to its nest.
Then momma yells, “ya’ll clean up looks like we’re having guests.”
Uncle John is in the yard with his deaf son Deshaun,
who’s known for eating chicken on a hotdog bun.
His mind is a little lazy so I must keep a good composure.
The snicker below my bitten lip must stay hidden from exposure.
Deshaun’s birthday has just passed and they’re talking about his gifts.
Aunt Sally gave him a cell phone, that old lady is a trip.
A deaf person having a phone has just made my day complete,
so I ask for the number and they say 6433.
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Breakfast with the Angry Smoker
Holly Day

Breakfast with the Angry Smoker
across the room from me is a group of
serious-looking men wearing trenchcoats and
sophisticated hats and a few of them
have really nice hair. as I watch, one man
pulls out a
really fancy-looking pipe and lights it
blowing impressive smoke rings across the room
using the stem to add punctuation to
his dialogue with quick, angry jabs.
a girl at the table next to me whispers
about someone famous in the group of men
that she never expected to be eating
so close to this person. I don’t know which man
is the famous one—they all look
like they think they are.
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Anesthesia
Antonia Alexandra

I do not speak but wake to listen
to what I cannot see:
a thousand falling petals
un-whispering my name.
Eyes of darkness hover.
Moon lends her pale expression.
Diminished voices, lovers,
sing hymns for wounded bees.
Fear jets through these veins.
Empty riverbeds rise to dust.
The last smile on Love’s fevered face
still shines like a deranged desert.
Who lifts my veil? I wish to know–
wings pinned to the Invisible.
Have I inhaled before, this garden?
I, a cocoon, without tune or reason
wherein memory blooms out of season–
for only the dead are strangers.
And all that I am about to remember–
I should have never let you go.
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The Book Club
Gianna Russo

When it was her turn she said,
I’ve never been a poetry person.
The other ladies sipped white wine; one drank red.
They nibbled brie, imported olives, warm French bread.
It doesn’t speak to me.
When it was her turn she said,
On my own, I’d never look at poetry. They spread
the slim volume in their laps and fanned its silver pages.
They sipped wine politely, and sampled what they’d read:
hard verses carved from what love killed or wed.
I just don’t get it.
Not to be mean, she said.
Someone mentioned memoirs. A new biography, instead?
I’ll never read another book of poems.
The other ladies sipped white wine. One drank red:
her daughter, a poet who gazed into her glass of merlot
as if to pronounce its particular hue.
The ladies also stared into their wine. Not for anybody, the mother said.
Her daughter thought: vermillion, scarlet, blood-like, red.

19
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A Peaceful Moment by Cristina Castro
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A Spring in Tatters
Reena Prasad

A Spring in Tatters
Must stop reeling in rainbows,
the flowers are starting to stare
A cat on the wall mews something
that sounds like ‘Get a life’
A paper hurtling down the street
with the wind in hot pursuit
makes me think of things that do not belong
to any part of my time
A tune plays among the swirling leaves,
its rhythm makes my toes dance
Unsaid words gush upon mean impact of concrete sound
A moment later,
a paper-boat cloud merrily floats away
I stow all my beautiful seasons upon it
waving, knowingA tattered spring had returned briefly
to savor its passé heyday.
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My Father’s Pilgrimage
Gianna Russo

The moment he set foot
in the brick and marble building,
the museum on Ellis Island,
there was nothing he could do.
His will stepped forth
and led him through the antique rooms
where the destiny of immigrants
was decided with an X—
X for unhealthy,
return passage home.
But his parents were lucky and made welcome.
He could hardly bear it
as he fingered wicker baskets,
knapsacks folks had carried
like loved ones on their backs,
trunks of embroidered tablecloths,
stiff linen shirts,
teapots, bibles, lacy dresses,
somber wedding portraits and little tin kettles,
a mother’s letter or a favorite black purse.
He held on while he studied the jigsaw walls,
a collaged of hills and hamlets,
miserable shining farms,
Irish, Russians Italian, Chinese
faces keen with expectation or fear—
his ancestors’ eyes like bright rosary beads,
lips foreign and rare.
At last there was nothing he could do
but make his peace, after 50 years,
with the stern Old World parents
he’d left at sixteen—
22
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the same age they had been when they arrived.
He’d escaped to join the navy—
their child completely in his flight, his pride.
His first time on Ellis Island,
my father searched the harbor wall
engraved with its roll call of those who came,
found the place where they would fit,
his parents’ names.
He held his finger to the line
as if to point out judgment or a prayer
for his parents, lost to the inevitable land
to which we’ll all be immigrants,
or for the boy sailor, the spent vessel of his
heart.
Then there was no stopping it.
My father wept.

23
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If Everything Breaks
Daniel McMillian

If Everything Breaks
If everything breaks and nothing is forever,
what matters isn’t what was shattered,
it’s what you do with the pieces.
I’ve squeezed the shards in my fist,
and attacked things that broke me,
but hate only scarred my palms.
I’ve sulkily tried to rebuild the shell,
but learned tears were poor adhesive,
and the pieces fell, disintegrating to powder.
A roof can be replaced, windows can be shined,
but if you only fix the outside,
the house will always be empty.
I’ll swallow the powder in an internal furnace to melt.
and when the shell crumbles again, and it will,
nothing will break what I’ve built beneath.
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Civil Rights by Ira Joel Harber
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Flower by Kevin Cook
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Creative Non-Fiction

Cat by Kevin Cook
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Missing Jenny
April Van Camp

During the summer of 1926, a roving photographer wandered through Palatka,
Florida, with a vain hope of earning enough money to return to Statesboro,
Georgia. After several rejections, he wound up at the Dan Cone residence,
a rather run down, two-bedroom shack with a pretentious little white picket
fence. A hopeless cause, the poorest on Lemon Street, why knock? But he did
anyway.
Jenny Cone, 36, feisty and sexy—he’d rather take pictures of her—had
four handsome boys to photograph, and she’d allow him to take their picture
for ten cents and a plate of beans and rice. He agreed, and while he ate, Jenny,
my grandmother, hollered a piercing cry to alert four renegade boys that it was
time to come home. The youngest was my dad.
They arrived home together, shirtless
and barefoot; they were always together.
They fought, cussed, hated, and loved each
other—they were brothers, and they needed
each other. Jenny made quick work of
washing faces and running her fingers
through dusty hair. Each boy had one clean
shirt to wear, but it was summer time,
so there was no school, and there were no
shoes. Jenny stood beside the photographer
and proudly surveyed her boys.
Dan Jr., the oldest, was 14 and smart.
He had plans to get out of Northern Florida
and be somebody. He borrowed the belt to
his mother’s church dress and fashioned a tie
that symbolized his future escape. He’d
never defy his mother, but it pained him to pose for this box that mocked his
temporary status. He’d go on to marry the daughter of an influential family,
and he’d manage a high-powered finance company.
Percy was 12, and the whole idea of a picture was intriguing. He was
cute, and he knew it. His mother told him all the time. He made a point of
centering himself between the two little ones, so his face would clearly show.
He deliberately smiled. Three years later, he would die in a car accident, and
28
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Daddy said the whole of Lemon Street heard Jenny wail, “He’s gone! He’s
gone! My only blue eyed boy!” My Uncle Dan was driving the car that killed
his brother, and Dan never fully recovered from the guilt.
Nathan was nine, and he went by the nickname “Curly.” He was stocky
and so easy going that he just seemed lazy. When his brothers got a whippin’,
Curly would cry, “Please don’t, Mama! Please don’t whomp ‘em!” But he was
strong, and if a brother were threatened by one of the many bullies on Lemon
Street, Curly beat the shit out of him. The photographer was an inconvenience
who had interrupted a good game of football at Lemon Field, and Curly was
anxious to get the silliness over with. He’d put on a clean shirt, but he’d
buttoned it wrong. He liked it that way. Jenny agreed. He would work for 30
years at a Power Plant in Jacksonville, Florida, after a short career as a Golden
Glove boxer and a Merchant Marine. When he died—an agonizing three-year
fight with prostate cancer—the men on his floor gave up a total of three years
of their own personal sick time to pay for his sick days. He’d spent a lot of
years taking up for them, too.
Francis, called “Bugger,” because he was so mean, was only six when
the photographer came. Like Percy, he was also intrigued with the photograph,
but for different reasons. He sensed eternity in the box, and if he was to be
placed into the perpetual forever, he’d not go without shoes. He went next door
and borrowed the neighbor girl’s Mary Janes because she was the only one in
the neighborhood who owned summer shoes. He crossed his arms and when
the photographer said to smile, he simply looked. He would drop out of eighth
grade, marry at 15, join the army, finish an engineering degree, and eventually
serve as a goodwill ambassador to Mexico after the horrible earthquakes. He
died in 1995, and I still mourn the loss. My Uncle Dan would follow shortly
after. There are now no more brothers.
Six years after the photographer visited my family’s home in Palatka,
Florida, Jenny would die. She was 42. She suffered with some female ailment
that would probably be cured with a simple hysterectomy now. There are no
pictures of her. But for the last ten years of my life, I have been told that I look
like her. Frequently, Daddy would halt as if astonished by a phantom, only to
blush at his own imaginations. My aunts, too, stare into my eyes as if to see
some hint of the woman who left them when they were only five and two.
I wish I’d known her. I wish I had seen her. I, at least, wish I had a picture. I
wish she’d have moved several inches forward into the photograph with Daddy
and my uncles. She is so close to being seen. Sometimes, in the wake of all
these yearnings, these recollections, I turn to the little 5x7 copy of a 1926
photograph, and I see the little boy who wears the Mary Janes, staring back at
the face whose image I mirror.
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Pondering Officer by Cristina Castro
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Criticism

Girl with Curls by Terry Carter
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“The only real witch – the witch of the poet”:
The (Re)imagination of Horror and Terror from
Ann Radcliffe to Emily Dickinson
T.A. Noonan
When the average reader thinks of “Gothic literature,” he or she
is likely to imagine stories filled with mysterious figures, otherworldly
encounters, and the dead side-by-side with the living. Such readers do not
usually think of poetry, and they are unlikely to think of Emily Dickinson.
Yet Dickinson, one of America’s favorite poets,1 is as Gothic as authors come.
Her poems conjure ghosts, haunted houses, sepulchers, and the dead as if they
were as much a part of everyday life as flowers, bees, birds, and the sun. The
subject index of Thomas H. Johnson’s Collected Poems of Emily Dickinson
demonstrates that, compared to thirty poems dedicated to bees and butterflies,
death is the subject of almost one hundred of her 1,775 poems (Johnson 724-6).
This number does not include poems about the dead, which warrant a separate
subject listing, nor does it include poems about variations on the concept of
death, such as the soul, immortality, resurrection, or ghosts. Johnson is careful
to note in his introduction to the subject index that such an index “[should not]
be regarded as an attempt at interpretation,” simply “a classification based
principally on key words in the poems themselves” (723). Still, it is obvious
from a casual glance at Johnson’s index that the corpus of Dickinson’s poetry is
easily categorized as Gothic—in spite of his measured disclaimer.
The conventions and characteristics of the Gothic literary tradition
come to us mainly via the handful of authors who pioneered the genre. Horace
Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto, first published in 1764, is, as Fred Botting
writes in Gothic, “recognised [sic] as the origin of this . . . prodigious species
of writing” (45). Besides Walpole, however, Ann Radcliffe is often considered
a touchstone for the Gothic genre, particularly for female authors. She is one of
only two early Gothic writers to warrant Botting’s extended critical attention
in Gothic—the other, of course, being Walpole—and the author of a seminal
text of Gothic criticism, “On the Supernatural in Poetry.” In this 1826 essay,
she distinguishes between terror and horror and offers a definition of what she
considers a “true” supernatural. What inspires terror and awe, she writes, is
the sublime. Only terror can cause an emotional reaction “akin to the sense
of wonderment and awe accompanying religious experience” (Botting 39).
Terror is the result of the true supernatural; it is miraculous and opens the soul
to consider God, that which is above Nature and humanity. Any supernatural
encounter that does not occasion the same emotional, spiritual reaction as an
32
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encounter with the sublime is merely horrific and the expression of a “false”
supernatural that can never bring one closer to God.
Radcliffe’s privileging of terror over horror instills a moral imperative
in the Gothic. By her formulation, a proper Gothic text should inspire terror
in the reader and, through that experience, open the reader’s mind to a divine
presence. Any Gothic text that relies on horror as its primary mode, however,
shuts the mind down and isolates one from possible religious experience.
This differentiation between terror and horror has informed a slew of critics
seeking to understand the purpose of Gothic writing. Yet if read in the context
of Emily Dickinson’s poetry, Radcliffe’s definitions of terror and horror in
“On the Supernatural in Poetry” are complicated. Dickinson conflates the two
states within her poems, suggesting that what Radcliffe calls horror leads to,
and is part of, terror—that reflection upon the ordinary can lead to “accordant
circumstances . . . left long upon the mind” (Radcliffe 149). Dickinson’s body
of work meditates on this terror/horror conflation, particularly poems such
as 341, 1088, and 407,2 which seek to reimagine the Gothic genre in new,
equivocal terms. The poems implement terror and horror simultaneously to
demonstrate the connectivity between the two states. In doing so, Dickinson
moves from Radcliffe’s singular Gothic moral imperative to a plural Gothic
moral ambiguity, suggesting that God’s presence is not beyond what is
perceived, but within the perceiver herself.
In the voice of “W—,” one of two imagined speakers in “On the
Supernatural in Poetry,” Radcliffe famously distinguishes terror from horror,
saying, “[They] are so far opposite, that [terror] expands the soul, and awakens
faculties to a high degree of life; [horror] contracts, freezes, and nearly
annihilates them” (150). However, this statement does not come without a
tremendous amount of scaffolding. Before Radcliffe makes her summarizing
assertion, she explores the supernatural—both its manifestation within the
perceivable world, and our perceptions of those manifestations. For W—, her
mouthpiece, the supernatural must be an unaccountable, terrorizing force in
order to affect the soul; an explainable, testable supernatural cannot bring one
closer to God and is therefore false. Perception is not key to the terror equation;
manifestation is. It doesn’t matter if one could perceive events as possibly
supernatural. Unless they are truly supernatural—unexplainable, untestable,
and therefore miraculous—they cannot “[awaken] faculties to a high degree of
life.”
“S—,” W—’s companion and foil, opens the discussion with the works
of Shakespeare. W— reflects that Shakespeare is a master of “[heightening]
the effect of his characters and his story by correspondent scenery” and takes
33
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offense at directors who dress the witches in Macbeth as “downright Scotchwomen . . . thus not only contradicting the very strange words of Macbeth,
but withdrawing from these cruel agents of the passions all the supernatural
air which had made them so affecting to the imagination, and which was
entirely suitable to the solemn and important events they were foretelling”
(146-7). S— finds no contradiction in this and says, “[I]t is quite sensible
to make Scotch witches . . . appear like Scotch women. You must recollect
that, in the superstition concerning witches, they . . . were not always known
from mere old women” (147). S—’s logic appears sound, but underlying his
statement is the suggestion that witchcraft is a testable condition, that one
can poke and prod a witch until measurable magic leaks from her wounds.
Because an old woman may or may not be perceived as a witch, she can pass
as an ordinary human so long as she is not “tested” either by witch hunters
or by circumstances that warrant an undeniable demonstration of her powers.
Macbeth’s witches do not have to appear “so withered and so wild in their
attire” (qtd. in Radcliffe 146) that they are unmistakable for humans; the
possibility of old Scotch women being witches is enough to affect an audience
that perceives them.
W— immediately refutes this idea:
You are speaking of old women, and not of witches . . .
and I must more than suspect you of crediting that obsolete
superstition which destroyed so many wretched, yet guiltless
persons, if I allow your argument to have any force. I am
speaking of the only real witch – the witch of the poet; and all
our notions and feelings connected with terror accord with his.
The wild attire, the look not of this earth, are essential traits of
supernatural agents, working evil in the darkness of mystery.
Whenever the poet’s witch condescends . . . to mingle mere
ordinary mischief with her malignity, and to become familiar,
she is ludicrous, and loses her power over the imagination.
(147)
By reconnecting S—’s suggestion that witchcraft is a testable condition with
the witch-hunts of the Medieval and Early Modern periods, W— points out
the absurdity of an explainable supernatural. The deaths of so many innocent
people3 prove that it is impossible to test what is “not of this earth,” no matter
what the Malleus Maleficarum purports. Additionally, it is not “real” witches
that concern W—, but the “witch of the poet,” who is only effective when truly
supernatural. Otherwise, witches are no longer “supernatural agents working
evil in the darkness of mystery,” but “ludicrous” Scooby-Doo criminals with
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rubber masks and special effects. They can no longer work their “power over
the [perceiver’s] imagination” because they aren’t capable of lifting the veil—
or even suggesting that there is a veil—between Nature and God.
For Radcliffe, Nature and God are not synonymous; the former is an
abstract singular identifier for the material world, and the latter is that which
is above and beyond the former. This is made clear when W— speaks on the
existence of spirits: “I do not absolutely know that spirits are permitted to
become visible to us on earth; yet they may be permitted to appear for very
rare and important purposes, such as could scarcely have been accomplished
without an equal suspension, or a momentary change, of the laws prescribed
to what we call Nature” (149). W—’s use of “Nature” here is complex and
obscure, but Raymond Williams’ definitions in Keywords provide some
clarification. As he traces the three main senses of the word—“the essential
quality and character of something”, “the inherent force which directs either
the world or human beings or both”, and “the material world itself, taken as
including or not including human beings” (219)—he provides a historical
sense of its usage. He goes on to observe, “[The second sense] developed
from [the first sense], and became abstract, because what was being sought
was a single universal ‘essential quality or character’. This is structurally and
historically cognate with the emergence of God from a god or the gods” (220).
By condensing the plurality of the first sense into the singularity of the second
sense, man makes Nature similarly monotheistic. No longer is Nature ruled by
a council of smaller gods. Like God, it is a singular force.
Yet it is not enough to read Radcliffe’s Nature in the second sense, as
it still allows for the possibility that God and Nature are synonymous or even
contradictory forces. Thus, as Williams shows, a third sense evolves to “carry
an assumption of something common to all of them: either (a) the bare fact
of existence, which is neutral, or, at least commonly, (b) the generalization
of a common quality which is drawn upon for statements of the type, usually
explicitly [of the third sense], ‘Nature shows us that . . . ’” (220-1). This is what
Radcliffe and W— mean by their use of Nature. In the second sense, Nature
is, as William illustrates, the “essential inherent force . . . counterposed, in
controversy, to the more explicitly abstract singular cause or force God” (220).
By reading Radcliffe’s Nature as “the material world itself, taken as including
or not including human beings,” it can no longer be counterposed against God.
Nature is material, and therefore can be observed and tested; this is different
from the immaterial, divine world of a Creator that gave all things “the bare
fact of existence” and set them in motion. Williams says this problematic
division between God and Nature was rectified as early as the Middle Ages by
“[defining] God as primary and Nature as his minister or deputy” (220), but
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even this did not solve all issues inherent in the term. The Scientific Revolution
complicated matters further by relegating a wide variety of singular “natural
processes” to the generalized singular of Nature, which “still indeed had laws,
but they were the laws of survival and extinction” (224)—not divine laws.
Despite the complexities of the word Nature, W—’s suggestion that it
can break its own rules for purposes beyond our knowing suggests a definition
for the true supernatural deeply entrenched in the doctrine of the sublime.
Indeed, Radcliffe hearkens back to Edmund Burke’s definition of the sublime
as “whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or
operates in a manner analogous to terror . . . [and] is productive of the strongest
emotion which the mind is capable of feeling” (Burke 42).4 This corresponds
with Williams’ clarification of the Nature-as-God’s-minister conceptualization:
“the emphasis was on the power of natural forces, and on the apparently
arbitrary or capricious occasional exercise of these powers, with inevitable,
often destructive effects on men” (221). Nature’s “capricious occasional
exercise” of its darker, devastating powers becomes a way for humanity to
consider its operation “in a manner analogous to terror”—therefore creating
the desire for a greater connection to, and relationship with, the arbiter of that
power. W—’s definition of the supernatural, the power that allows spirits to
become visible, is interchangeable with “miraculous,” the very idea of a true
supernatural that Radcliffe champions. If the supernatural indicates something
above—that is, higher and more divine than—the “laws” that humanity has
set down for Nature, then the supernatural and the miraculous are indeed
exchangeable terms. Such a definition would be congruous with the sublime
because humanity cannot conceive of a force capable of breaking Nature’s
laws. To us, they appear “broken” because we do not have a real understanding
of what the rules are. Meditation upon, and dawning awareness of, this fact
would cause an emotional reaction of the sort Burke connects with the sublime.
One could read W—’s version of the supernatural as a broader category
that encompasses all actions and activities of which Nature is only a small
subset, and if approached in that way, then it is something quite different from
the miraculous. This second definition intimates that the supernatural is only
unknowable because we lack the ability to know it at present, which places
the supernatural within our eventual grasp. Meanwhile, the first definition
indicates that, contrary to popular or scientific opinion, there are things in the
universe which man is incapable of knowing because he is only capable of
defining that which he can regularly observe and test. The miraculous does not
fall into this category of observable or testable conditions. The distinction I
draw between the two possible interpretations of W—’s statements is rooted in
the linguistic origins of the word “supernatural.” The prefix super- can mean
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above or over (cf. “superstructure”), exceeding the average (cf. “superman”),
or more inclusive (cf. “superclass”). Yet all of these definitions trace back to
Latin, which defines super- as above or over. The supernatural is, first and
foremost, above Nature—not merely exceeding its average or inclusive of it.
“On the Supernatural in Poetry” posits that this is the true state of the universe.
W—’s suggestion that there must be “a momentary change” in Nature’s laws
emphasizes the existence of a power above or over Nature; God sets the
rules that we perceive as “broken.” That is why the true supernatural, like
the sublime, so intensely affects those who encounter it. A true supernatural
experience, as an embodiment of the miraculous and divine, inspires awe and
terror.
W—’s reading of the supernatural aligns itself with terror and, by
extension, the sublime. On the other hand, S—’s counter-definition is not
sublime but “beautiful.” Botting, drawing on Burke, summarizes the difference
between the two:
[B]eautiful objects were characterized by their smallness,
smoothness, delicacy and gradual variation. They evoked love
and tenderness in contrast to the sublime which produced awe
and terror. Objects which evoked sublime emotions were vast,
magnificent and obscure. . . . While beauty could be contained
within the individual’s gaze or comprehension, sublimity
presented an excess that could not be processed by a rational
mind. This excess, which confronted the individual with the
thought of its own extinction . . . pertained to self-preservation
and produced a frisson of delight and horror, tranquility and
terror. (39)
What Botting clarifies here is the very character of horror and terror. Horror,
like the beautiful, is “small,” “smooth,” “delicate,” and “gradually variated.”
That is, it cannot overwhelm the perceiver with its grandeur, catch the mind
with rough edges, withstand a strong probe, or point to large-scale possibilities
beyond its tiny differences. Horror cannot force one to consider something
beyond itself because its totality can “be contained within the individual’s
gaze or comprehension.” Terror, on the other hand, confronts the human mind
with “an excess that could not be processed.” Botting’s frisson is the shiver,
the vibration, between not only “delight and horror”—containable, limiting
emotions—but also “tranquility and terror”—receptive, freeing emotions.
This is the heart of Radcliffe’s famed quotation, the notion that horror
cannot ever bring one closer to God. She sees terror as the moral imperative
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of the true supernatural and assigns the same beliefs to her literary champions
by saying in the voice of W—, “I apprehend, that neither Shakespeare or
Milton by their fictions, nor Mr. Burke by his reasoning, anywhere looked
to positive horror as a source of the sublime” (150). This is further intimated
by S—’s question as to whether one could consider Dryden as part of this
elite canon. W—’s response makes it clear that Radcliffe privileges morality
over all other qualities. “[H]e had a very strong imagination, a fertile wit, a
mind well prepared by education . . . [but] his genius was overpowered by
. . . an intercourse with the world, too often humiliating to his morals, and
destructive of his sensibility. Milton’s better morals protected his genius,
and his imagination was not lowered” (151). The obligation of an author,
particularly one working in a supernatural or Gothic vein, then, is to shepherd
readers to God through the recreation of terror, thereby allowing the audience
to vicariously experience the fear of extinction—not extinction in the limited,
scientific sense, but in the wider, Biblical sense.
The fact that Radcliffe’s article is so seminal and specifically addresses
poetry would appear to make it a perfect companion to Dickinson’s poetry.
Yet to read Dickinson using the Radcliffean model of terror and horror is to
make her a complacent supporter of Radcliffe’s morally guided project, when
Dickinson’s poetry itself suggests that she was not interested in opening the
mind to consider a divinity beyond Nature. Instead, her poetry, emerging from
a much later historical movement, transforms Radcliffe’s moral model into a
Romantic one where obscurity and revelation are shown to be interconnected
states. The horror/terror dichotomy, which previously had been used to
divide the beautiful from the sublime—the false supernatural from the true
miraculous—contracts, like Nature and God, into an abstract singular. It
favors the perceiver over the perceived. In Dickinson, however, it is the act
of perception that serves as the catalyst for “[awakening] faculties to a high
degree of life,” not the reflection after a supernatural encounter. And that
awakening is not to God, but to the self and the self’s own divinity.
By the time Dickinson was writing her poems, Gothic literature had
undergone a shift from the “gloom and darkness of sublime landscapes” to
their internalization as “markers of . . . mental and emotional states” (Botting
91-2). Many Gothic writers continued to use established narrative forms and
equations, especially those instituted by Radcliffe, but their variables changed
during the Romantic period. No longer was the Gothic villain someone to
be feared and destroyed; now he was an individual, an outcast, a victim
“[standing] at the edges of society and rarely [finding] a path back into the
social fold” (Botting 92). Perhaps the most important change that occurs
during this period was the reimagination of horror. No longer characterized by
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“lurid detail” or, like the beautiful, its “smallness, smoothness, delicacy and
gradual variation,” horror turns inward and remakes the Gothic ghost into a
psychological, not supernatural, figure. Botting distinguishes Romantic-Gothic
heroes from their Early-Gothic counterparts, showing that the new Gothic
struggle was not just with God, but also with Nature in every sense of the word:
[Their] imaginative transgressions of conventional values
encounter the limits, laws, rules and forces that are not their
own. Seekers after knowledge of themselves and metaphysical
powers beyond and in deified nature, these individuals can
be associated with the ways that notions of human identity,
mental and natural powers were being transformed and
secularised [sic], not only in political theory but also in
scientific discoveries of the time. . . . Alienated from society
and themselves, Romantic-Gothic heroes undergo the effects
of this disillusion, doubting the nature of the powers that
consume them, uncertain whether they originate internally or
from external forces. Without an adequate social framework
to sustain a sense of identity, the wanderer encounters the new
form of the Gothic ghost, the double or shadow of himself. An
uncanny figure of horror, the double presents a limit that cannot
be overcome, the representation of an internal and irreparable
division in the individual psyche. (93)
Nature was not limited to Williams’ third sense in the Romantic period. Unlike
Radcliffe, who confines her definition of Nature to “the material world itself,
taken as including or not including human beings,” Romantic-Gothic writers
acknowledge Nature’s plurality. Note Botting’s use of the word “nature”; it
appears three times in his explanation, and each meaning is different. The first
usage, “deified nature,” is more in line with Williams’ second sense, as the
adjective “deified” recalls “the inherent force which directs either the world
or human beings or both.” The second usage, “mental and natural powers,”
falls closer to the third sense—the sense that Radcliffe means in “On the
Supernatural in Poetry.” Yet he notes that it, too, is being transformed by
politics and science. His third usage of the term, “the nature of the powers
that consume them,” is obviously in line with the first sense: “the essential
quality and character of something.” Yet it is more than that, he says, because
Romantic-Gothic heroes are “uncertain whether [these powers] originate
internally or from external forces.” The multiplicity of Nature internalizes as a
splitting of the self into a double, or shadow self that is “[a]n uncanny figure of
horror.”
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In the Radcliffean model, this horrific figure “contracts, freezes, and
nearly annihilates [the faculties],” and at first glance, this appears to fit because
“the double presents a limit that cannot be overcome, the representation of
an internal and irreparable division in the individual psyche.” Yet this model
assumes that the shadow self needs to be repaired and recondensed into a
singularity. It does not consider the possibility that the split self functions
simultaneously in the states of horror and terror. The original self—beset by
society, political systems, science, and the shadow self—does indeed freeze
and contract, but this new Gothic ghost does not operate within its original’s
parameters. As the original self perceives the shadow self, the shadow
perceives right back. It, unlike the frozen original self, can consider that which
is beyond it. And because Nature is no longer an abstract singular in RomanticGothic literature, the shadow self can awaken its faculties to perceive the God
in itself—an abstract singular divided into multiple divinities.
Dickinson was not unfamiliar with the idea of a Natural, or even divine,
multiplicity. As Ken Hiltner notes, “[W]e know that [she] not only studied
Latin at Amherst Academy, but [also] had at her disposal . . . a wide variety
of classical textbooks as well as original and translated works by Homer,
Sophocles, Horace, Cicero, Virgil, and others . . . [and she] made inspired use
of such classically influenced writers as Shakespeare, Milton, and the Romantic
poets” (22). Classical texts, written before the historical condensation of “a
god or the gods” into “God,” would have served Dickinson well as a source
for pluralized Nature. These works, read alongside Shakespeare and Milton—
Radcliffe’s paragons of moral terror—and the Romantic individualists would
have provided her a kind of timeline of poetic understandings of Nature.
Botting points out that the traditional Romantic-Gothic hero was “[u]sually
male” (92), but Susan Howe illustrates that Dickinson was just as alienated, if
not more so, than any male Romantic-Gothic hero: “Dickinson across the ocean
. . . was isolated, inventing, SHE, and American” (20). All of these alienating
aspects suggest that the notion of a multiplicitous Nature, one that allows the
individual to become a boundless plurality in the face of isolation, would have
been very seductive to Dickinson.
Emily Dickinson’s Gothic, Daneen Wardrop’s definitive study of
Dickinson as a Gothic writer, illustrates that Dickinson carefully constructed
a Gothic identity for herself. Even as young as eleven, she wrote of Gothic
fears—the monster under the bed that emerges after dark; within two years
she and her friend amused themselves by scaring each other (4). She read an
exceptional amount of Gothic writing,5 stating a “preference for literature
that bewitches rather than uplifts or instructs” (5). This flies in the face of the
Racliffean moral Gothic, which seeks to “uplift” the soul to God. Meanwhile,
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Dickinson, like the Gothic genre as a whole, “[thrived] at the conflux of the
sacred and profane” (12), working in terror and horror to entrance—to cast a
glamour over her readers as a literal, literary demonstration of the physical and
illusory, the original and shadow, selves. As a “shadow-text for Romanticism,”
the Gothic allowed Dickinson to critique both Radcliffe’s belief in a true,
virtuous supernatural and its “final illumination . . . the central promise of
religion” (11). Instead, Dickinson “[provoked] the reader to a simultaneous
yearning for and renunciation of that illumination” (12), suggesting that the
self must be split in order to restore the individual’s powers of perception and
identity-making.
Poem 341, “‘Tis so appalling – it exhilirates –,”6 addresses that
“simultaneous yearning for and renunciation of that illumination” through the
very act of perception:
’Tis so appalling – it exhilirates –
So over Horror, it half captivates –
The Soul stares after it, secure –
To know the worst, leaves dread no more –

To scan a Ghost is faint –
But grappling, conquers it – (lines 1-6)
Here, Dickinson engages in deep examination of something “[s]o over Horror,
it half captivates” her. The first line suggests that what she feels is akin to
Radcliffe’s notion of terror, but it is terror concurrent with horror, as it only
“half captivates” her. The original self engages “Horror”; meanwhile, the “[t]
he Soul”—the “secure” shadow self—engages the terror ranked “[s]o over
Horror.” The fact that it is the shadow self which “stares after it,” not the
original physical self, points to a division of Gothic labor. Only the physical
brain, which can “know the worst,” shrinks and freezes in full comprehension
of horror, “[leaving] dread no more.” This is why physical grappling conquers
the Ghost that remains faint when merely scanned. So long as perception does
not take in all possibilities of the Ghost’s existence, the encounter will remain
terrific—a direct contrast with Radcliffe’s notion that the true supernatural
cannot be tested and must lift the veil between Nature and God
What is striking about 341 is God’s relative absence. Indeed, the poem
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functions thematically and metrically as a kind of anti-hymn. The hymnal
quality of Dickinson’s metrics has not escaped readers or critics. Daniel
Hoffman imagines that she saw in “the tight quatrains of the hymnal . . . tiny
caskets in which to hoard the precious intensities of her metaphors” (206). Still,
her use of “this metrical and formal convention” was “deeply subversive of its
own associations” (206), as shown by her break with the form in 341’s later
stanzas:
The Truth, is Bald – and Cold –
But that will hold –
If any are not sure –
We show them – prayer –
But we, who know,
Stop hoping, now –
...
Others, can wrestle –
Your’s, is done –
And so of Wo, bleak dreaded – come,
It sets the Fright at liberty –
And Terror’s free –
Gay, Ghastly, Holiday! (lines 9-14, 19-24)
Dickinson’s mention of prayer is sarcastic; the “Truth” of death and
decomposition is “Bald – and Cold.” Prayer would be an appropriate response
to this revelation in the Radcliffean model because the individual, “confronted
. . . with the thought of its own extinction,” would reach out to God. However,
that reaction is for those who do not know. These “[o]thers, [they] can wrestle”
because “we, who know” horror, cannot do so and cannot sing praise. Physical
death sets the shadow self, the self that experiences terror, free to engage in
a “Gay, Ghastly, Holiday.” Unfettered by that which constrains it, the dark
double of the poet transmutes into a god-like being with its own brand of
omniscience.
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That transmutation process comes to life in Poem 1088, “I’ve dropped
my Brain – My Soul is numb –.” Here, the body exists as a sculpture animated
by a shadow Soul:
I’ve dropped my Brain – My Soul is numb –
The Veins that used to run
Stop palsied – ’tis Paralysis
Done perfecter in stone –

Vitality is Carved and cool –
My nerve in marble lies –
A Breathing Woman
Yesterday – endowed with Paradise.

Not dumb – I had a sort that moved –
A Sense that smote and stirred –
Instincts for Dance – a caper part –
An Aptitude for Bird –

Who wrought Carrara in me
And chiselled all my tune
Were it a witchcraft – were it Death
I’ve still a chance to strain

To Being, somewhere – Motion – Breath –
Though Centuries beyond,
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And every limit a Decade –
I’ll shiver, satisfied. (lines 1-20)
Wardrop points out that “[f]iction for the most part concentrates on gothic
content,” while “lyric poetry concentrates on [G]othic content and [G]othic
form” (18). What Dickinson accomplishes is the creation of a Gothic space
where not only perceived ghosts, but also the manner in which those ghosts
are rendered in language, haunt the poet. The body is a Pygmalion-style statue,
a stony double to a “Sense that smote[s] and stir[s].” At 1088’s opening, we
are presented with a scene of Radcliffean horror—the grotesque image of an
organ separated from its body, the soul contracted and frozen. Yet, as Dominic
Luxford points out, Dickinson had already equated the brain with God in other
poems such as 598, “The Brain – is wider than the Sky –.” This parallelism
“shows the internalization of God, in the form of His divine inspiration,
followed by the externalization of Him: Dickinson’s ‘language as a specific
form of that power’” (61-2). If “my Brain” is read as God, then the act of
dropping it suggests that clinging to God prevents the self from taking the
“Gay, Ghastly, Holiday” of 341.
The language is not the only poetic device working to transform
Radcliffe’s notions of horror and terror. The syntactical units “I’ve dropped
my Brain” and “My Soul is numb” are separated by dashes from both each
other and the rest of the poem. Luxford notes that “one of Dickinson’s most
effective uses of her trademark dash [is] to create a caesura as well as to
convey the latent energy engendered in such a pause: the anticipation of the
inevitable linguistic lunge forward” (55-6). On a superficial level, her dashes
simultaneously function as multiple pieces of punctuation—colons, to show
equivalence; periods, to demonstrate the completion of an idea; semicolons, to
condense the complex relationship between the two; and commas, to connect
the phrases as a list as punctuation. These dashes insert pause and separate
ideas. But they are also moments of Gothic anticipation where the reader waits
for the revelation that should follow. Dickinson creates Radcliffean tension
through the suggestion that the Soul numbs after dropping the God-in-theBrain, but the eventual revelation is that the Soul is not quite frozen. Instead,
it moves in an extended, almost divine, time—“Centuries beyond / And every
limit a Decade,” much like the “days” of Creation. The removal of God-in-theBrain from the body forces the slow but inevitable transformation of the Soul
into a new god.
The Soul or “Sense” that animates this marble body is likened to
God in its abilities. Without its Brain, the body ceases to be “[a] Breathing
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Woman / Yesterday – endowed with Paradise.” Still, it is “[n]ot dumb”—it
has “[a] sort that moved.” The double meanings of “dumb” and “moved”
contribute to the transmutation. The poet is neither stupid nor mute; her
“Sense” has both locomotion and the ability to “strongly affect her reader . .
. [with] poetic ambitions” (Luxford 59). Like God, this sense can smote and
stir the frozen body to a playful, “caper part.” Though the body—the original
self—is “wrought Carrara,” the poet “still [has] a chance to strain / To Being,
somewhere – Motion – [and] Breath.” The poet’s “satisfied shiver” is no longer
the “frisson of delight and horror, tranquility and terror” at the thought of
supernatural “witchcraft” or “Death,” but at last freedom from a restraining
original self that is “[s]top palsied.”
Wardrop suggests that Dickinson’s techniques allow her to “[disrupt]
our certainty” with “syntax fractured and . . . images haunted” (18). Luxford
furthers Wardrop’s suggestion, saying, “[O]ne of the primary methods by which
she accomplishes this is through the strategic use of . . . language, a method
that induces an entirely uninhibited psycho-emotional response and which, in
combination with the more cerebral aspects of her poem, can be used to convey
almost any experience” (59). The grotesque opening of 1088 transforms into
something much greater—the “cerebral” God-in-the-Brain becoming just one
of a pantheon of gods which includes the poet’s shadow self. Wardrop, in her
discussion of Dickinson’s relationship to Radcliffe, characterizes Dickinson’s
poetry as the “embodiment of all that negative capability can be” (17). But her
obscurity that “leaves something for the imagination to generate” (Radcliffe
151) is not the shadowed contour of a sublime landscape, but the horrificturned-terrific psychological landscape of a Gothic-Romantic heroine. Her very
use of a “syntax [that] is spectre saturated” (Wardrop 18) demonstrates that
her purpose is to make form mirror content, to show that language is as much
haunted by us—in our readings—as any haunted house.
Even the haunted house, along with other standard tropes and clichés of
Gothic fiction such as the ghost, the midnight chase, and the mysterious abbey
are renovated in Dickinson’s lyrics. Poem 407, “One need not be a Chamber –
to be Haunted –,” takes Radcliffe’s Gothic machinery and casts it into a new,
internalized conflict:
One need not be a Chamber – to be Haunted –
One need not be a House –
The brain has Corridors – surpassing
Material Place –
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Far safer, of a midnight meeting
External Ghost,
Than it’s interior confronting –
That cooler Host –

Far safer through an Abbey gallop,
The Stones a’chase –
Than unarmed, one’s a’self encounter –
In lonesome Place –

Ourself, behind ourself concealed –
Should startle most –
Assassin hid in our Apartment
Be Horror’s least –

The Body – borrows a Revolver –
He bolts the Door –
O’erlooking a superior spectre –
Or More – (lines 1-20)
Dickinson’s reuse of the brain imagery from 1088 sets up a dual interpretation
in the first stanza—the haunting of the mind and the haunting of God. Just as
the shadow self functions as the Romantic-Gothic ghost, the divine presence
becomes a Gothic ghost himself that haunts the “house” of thought. Both
readings work in 407, where the traditional Gothic plot is subverted in order
to show that horror and terror are within, not without. Experiences like
the “midnight meeting,” the “Abbey gallop,” and the “Assassin hid in our
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Apartment” are held up as inequalities inferior to the inner struggle between
the original self, the shadow self, and the God of the Romantic-Gothic heroine.
The “interior confronting – / [of] That cooler Host” and “unarmed, one’s a’self
encounter – / In lonesome Place” are greater than “Horror’s least.” When “[t]he
Body – borrows a Revolver – / [and] bolts the Door –,” it shrinks and freezes
at the superior encounters in line with Radcliffean horror. Yet it is only the
body that borrows the revolver, not a person, self, or individual. The body,
independent from the Soul that animates it and functioning of its own accord,
is split into of a multiplicity that includes flesh, a haunting shadow self, and a
spectre-God that haunts the body as much as the shadow self. Both the spectreGod and the shadow self are free from horror—existing in the realm of terror
side by side, their proximity lending each the characteristics of the other. The
God haunts, and the shadow self is kin to a god.
The attempt to (re)define horror and terror is not without its
complications. In his examination of Dickinson’s definition poetry, Jedd
Deppman notes that “[h]er definitions resist interpretation in an infectious way,
because they present a consciousness coming to, groping, and galloping beyond
its own limits, often through a process that defies both author and reader and
generates extreme inner experience for both” (58). But for Dickinson, the
key is perception. We know that, due to her visual difficulties, “[she] was
absorbed with eyes and sight and seeing, both in religious and in poetic terms”
(Hirschhorn and Longsworth 308). Her transformation of Radcliffe’s laws of
perception engenders the Gothic poet with divine power. To see is to know, to
name, to define, and to set something into being. What the perceiver sees—
how she comes to, gropes, and gallops beyond its limits—allows her to exceed
herself and awaken the God within. No longer must the Gothic writer succumb
to a moral structure that champions terror—the sublime, religious experience—
over horror—the beautiful, personal experience. The vehicle of Dickinson’s
poetry brings the Gothic out of Radcliffe’s mountainous shadow and into the
human mind.
In a discussion of translation, Guy Davenport posits, “No word in a
context can have more meaning than the writer thinks into it. When a writer
does not care about the meaning of a word, we know it. We also know how a
man cares about words; we know from his words what he honors, what he is
unaware of, and how he modifies with his individual use of it the culture in
which he exists” (31). Although Davenport speaks of the male translator, we
can see the “Ghost” of Dickinson in these words. What she achieves through
her attention to language and syntax is the modification of another’s words
to respond to what she knows, honors, and observes. In a sense, Dickinson is
Radcliffe’s translator for the evolving Gothic. Horror and terror become part
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of the plurality of God and Nature. Neither force is the abstract singular of her
predecessors; both contain Walt Whitman’s multitudes. As “our preeminent [G]
othic poet” (Wardrop 11), Dickinson occupies a dark space in the American,
world, and Gothic literary canons—a space where the reader gasps at the
possibilities she imagines. Her own Gothic villain, “the only real witch – the
witch of the poet,” Dickinson casts her own inscrutable spells over the reader,
forcing them to face the horror of the exterior and the terror of the interior.
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Notes
Robert Pinsky, former Poet Laureate, includes several Emily
Dickinson poems in America’s Favorite Poems, Poems to Read, and An
Invitation to Poetry, the anthologies of the Favorite Poem Project (http://www.
favoritepoem.org/).
1

Although I have previously cited Johnson’s Collected Poems of Emily
Dickinson, I refer to R. W. Franklin’s Poems of Emily Dickinson for the texts
themselves. The numbers, therefore, are his, not Johnson’s.
2

I do not attempt to provide estimates here because figures vary wildly
from scholar to scholar.
3

Burke was not the first—and certainly not the last—to take up the
question of what constitutes “sublime.” However, for the purposes of this
article, I have limited my examination of the topic to Burke because he is the
only person Radcliffe mentions by name.
4

Although there are no records proving that Dickinson read Radcliffe,
Wardrop points out that Radcliffe and other “[c]ontinental writers . . . enjoyed
enormous sway over the developing New World [Gothic].” Considering
Dickinson’s investment in the genre, it seems unlikely that she did not read or
was not familiar with Radcliffe’s works.
5

I have retained all features of the Franklin reproduction of
Dickinson’s poems, including any alternative spellings and punctuation. All
variants on conventional grammar, therefore, are Dickinson’s.
6
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Bonnie
Matthew Brooks

Mrs. Bishop stuffed the turkey, convinced that no one in the family
appreciated what she went through every year, especially her mother-in-law—
the old bat. After their breakfast of toast and eggs, Frank drove to the nursing
home to help Mama Dottie get ready for the feast day. They would arrive, like
everyone else, at noontime for hors d’oeuvres and cocktails, leaving her to set
it all up—the ingrates. She jammed another fistful of stuffing up the nearly
bursting bird, and then tucked the legs into a loose flap of skin before tying
them off with kitchen string. She plunked the carcass, breast side down, into
the roasting pan and put it into the preheated oven—why do I bother?
She sighed and washed her hands. After she dried off, she popped a
cough drop into her mouth, and then started pulling everything she needed
out of the Frigidaire. Her hand lingered over a jar of sweet pickles. Last year,
Momma Dottie complained about the deviled eggs—Captain Sheppard, one of
her many suitors, always said a spot of sweet pickle livened things up, not that
her little darlings needed any pep.
The year before, the cranberry sauce lacked lemon zest, the year before
that, the green beans needed more vinegar and bacon, and all the years of her
married life up to now—the same old poppycock. When the woman failed to
find fault with the food, she got into it about the children—in my day, daddy
kept the whipping stick handy, of course, a lady should never be bothered
with discipline, sours the complexion. If Mrs. Bishop left the punishments to
Frank, the kids would have never amounted to anything. Besides, she wielded a
switch like nobody’s business, which was why, she believed, the kids loved him
more, which was why none of them came around to help her during holiday
gatherings. She shut the Frigidaire without taking out the pickles.
She rolled the menthol lozenge around in her mouth and began peeling
potatoes. As the first curly swirl of brown skin dropped away, she looked up
into the stainless steel backsplash behind the stove. A grotesque copy of her
face stared back, reminding her of the time, right before her parents divorced,
when she got lost in the funhouse with Jimmy, the neighbor boy. One minute
she was laughing at her reflection and the next she was slapping sense into her
friend. No doubt he would have stood in the hall of mirrors blubbering all night
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if she had not kept a cool head. When they finally escaped, her daddy took
them to the carousel where the lines were short. She remembered staring at a
dingy unicorn with a faded black eye and refusing to ride the ride.
She stabbed her peeler into a rotten bit of potato and scooped it out
with the precision of a plastic surgeon—all I ever do is work. She groped
around into the past but everything else in her life, after the carnival, looked a
lot like work. The day her mother got her the job at Mac’s Diner to help pay the
bills ended her childhood for good—just look at those boobs, her mother had
said to the man. She’s old enough.
Mrs. Bishop frowned, finished filling the pot with potatoes and then set
it to boil. She started chopping the Swiss chard and tried to clear her mind. It
was bad enough not getting any help from the children or fighting the remnants
of a winter cold, but adding in ancient history would make tolerating her
mother-in-law impossible—God, if Momma Dottie would just die, things would
be easier.
The thought startled her and a burning sensation, the size of an apple,
rose from her chest. Mrs. Bishop sucked in a quick breath, and the cough
drop flew to the back of her throat, cutting off her airway. For a long second,
she stood in the middle of the kitchen not understanding her need for oxygen.
She opened her mouth to speak but only a faint wheeze, like a snoring baby,
slipped out. She clutched her throat and took a step toward her bedroom. She
stopped, turned, and poured a glass of water. She raised the glass to her lips,
and then put it down without drinking, noting the fine etched words across
its rim—Bonnie and Frank forever. Her husband had given her the set of
special occasion cups on their first anniversary. All but the one had been lost to
accidents—what a shame.
Frantic and without knowing why, she leapt against the countertop,
shoving the edge against her midsection. The gob of icy medicine flew from
her mouth and landed in a dish of green olives. The force of the blow knocked
her to the tile floor. She saw, not knowing how, the bright orange terracotta
careening toward the back of her skull. Before losing consciousness, she
thought with a smile, ruined again.
***
A week later, Mrs. Bishop sat in the law offices of Crook, Crowder,
& Fink listening to Momma Dottie’s last will and testament. She could hardly
believe her good fortune. The old biddy had slipped to her death coming out
of the Diva hair salon—quick and painless they said. Now the anxious family
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watched the video of a laughing woman doling out her precious scraps of
wealth as though she were spending an evening at the theatre—and to my
beloved grandson, Michael, I leave Uncle Tyler’s antique, brass spittoon.
Most of the relics, art objects, fine crystal, and other treasure had
gathered dust in a climate controlled storage unit south of town. Some three
years ago, the family convinced Momma Dottie to move into an assisted
living facility, and the thought of divvying it up back then never crossed the
maddening woman’s mind. Mrs. Bishop remembered watching Frank wrap
up and stuff away a collection of China dolls she had always admired—we
should just take them, she had said. The porcelain figures were flawless, and
she had just the spot to display them. She imagined telling dinner guests how
her father-in-law had liberated them during the war. But no, Frank insisted his
mother might still need them. Mrs. Bishop clinched her teeth recalling how
the insufferable wretch walked into the old folk’s home as though she would
make a full recovery. As the litany of relatives paired with odd antiques droned
on, she could hardly stop strangling her pocket book and with great effort
smoothed the wrinkles in her dress—will it ever end.
She looked at Frank’s sister, Fran, who sweated smugness. The fat cow
actually had a clipboard with an inventory sheet of all Momma Dottie’s worldly
possessions, her scribbles and hash marks no doubt keeping score—the nerve
of some people. Mrs. Bishop smiled warmly—at least I can be gracious—and
in reply, the frumpy sow pursed her lips as if keeping her tongue from sticking
out—God, I wish she’d climb in the coffin with her mother. She affected an
even warmer smile, and watched Fran’s pudgy fingers wield the pen against yet
another piece of family history.
The temperature in the room seemed to grow hotter with each royal
decree, except for a cool whisper of air against the back of Mrs. Bishop’s neck,
which came and went like the breath of a sleeping lover. A numb tingle spread
from her lips, through her cheeks, to the tips of her ears—must be the pain pill.
She touched the still tender spot on the back of her head, a serene sensation
swelled outward from her stomach, reminding her of the one time she had
gotten tipsy on her mother’s cheap liquor and kissed the boy next door. She
had never told anyone about that night, not her girlfriends or even Frank. She
wondered why she kept such secrets but had no time to pursue the thought.
Momma Dottie finally came to the end of her long list, and after a horrible
pause, she smiled her biggest smile and looked right at Mrs. Bishop—oh, and I
almost forgot. To Bonnie, I leave my recipe book. May she finally cook a decent
meal!
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The screen turned to snow, washing out the dreadful woman, and the
insult settled into Mrs. Bishop’s chest like a falling soufflé. Everyone turned
to stare and after the longest second of her life, she flung her purse at the TV,
and the Coach bag plopped to the ground, spilling its contents for all to see.
She straightened her already perfect posture and clasped her palms in her lap,
bracing herself against the feeding hyenas. Everyone laughed.
Frank jumped from his chair, frantically gathering the objects of her
personal life and stuffing them back into the gutted purse. He reached for
her opened compact and saw her wild eyes shoot up from the floor. I’m sure
she meant nothing by it—he said, laughing along with the rest of the family.
Her scowl deepened like a barbed hook, as she looked down at her husband
crawling on the ground grabbing up a lipstick.
Mrs. Bishop snatched the purse and walked carefully, like a debutant,
out of the room without saying a word—to hell with them. She pulled out of the
law firm parking lot without looking and cut off a white bronco. The blaring
horn frightened her into jerking the wheel right, and her rims jammed against
the curb. Pedestrians dove over a cocoplum hedge as she cut left. Her elbow
knocked the radio dial, and Christmas music drifted from the speakers. While
Bing Crosby rejoiced about letting it snow, the man in the bronco gunned his
engine and passed her, jabbing his middle finger out the window. She swerved
to avoid his rear bumper and saw the inevitable palm tree standing tall in her
path. The burst of the airbag from the steering column was no surprise as her
face raced toward the white, nylon fabric. Before she passed out, she thought
with a grimace—not again.
***
Mrs. Bishop sat on the divan in the closet pulling up her white
stockings. She had made reservations at 11 Maple Street, and set the time to
take advantage of the early bird specials—no sense going completely crazy.
She vowed that this New Year’s Eve was going to be different. She had sent
announcements on her elegant Crane’s stationary, cordially inviting everyone
to stay home for the holiday. She had politely included a list of alternatives
and wished everyone the best of luck. There would be no party at her house to
sweat over for once, and Frank promised to take her dancing after supper. Then,
who knew where the night might lead. Disaster, of course, threatened the whole
evening—no point spoiling my plans now, nothing I can do about it.
An hour had not passed since the phone call. Right away, she had
recognized her brother-in-law’s voice on the other end, it crackled with
emotion, and he heaped words so fast that she could not get out from under
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them. Slow down, she had said, and Donald took a deep breath before
pronouncing each word distinctly, they—are—all—dead.
On their way to the Magic Kingdom, a wreck with a gas truck killed
Fran and her entire family in a fiery instant. Donald’s wife and kids lingered
long enough to make it to the hospital, while he, miraculously, suffered only
minor scrapes and a broken collarbone. The doctors were going to keep him
overnight for observation before releasing him in the morning, and he joked
about being on suicide watch until someone responsible showed up—God, he
would be better off dead.
She promised to drive up to Orlando with Frank first thing in the
morning. Donald begged her to come sooner and she sensibly reminded him
there would be too many drunks on the road to risk a trip at night. The battered
man reluctantly agreed. She feared breaking the news to Frank, and, as Mrs.
Bishop saw it, she should protect her husband—better to keep it a secret until
morning, he will want to rush up there to do lord knows what.
She stood and smoothed her girdle, then examined her figure in the
full-length mirror, lamenting her varicose veins and drooping derriere—God,
I am a monster. The light in the closet winked out, a warm sensation tightened
her nipples, and a twinge between her legs nearly knocked her over. She gently
rubbed her inner thigh. The pain settled into an almost dull pleasure, and she
thought of her first night with Frank. He almost backed out because of some
strange cramping down there, but determined to please him, and to calm his
fear, she performed one of her little tricks to help him manage his part.
Mrs. Bishop frowned at the memory and marched quickly to the garage
to retrieve a new bulb—I do not have time for this nonsense. On her way back
to the bedroom, she grabbed the stepstool from the kitchen. She climbed up to
unscrew the burnt bulb and the pull-string twirled around tickling the top of
her exposed breast. She brushed the cord away as if swatting a mosquito and
it twisted around her neck. She cursed Frank for not wiring a switch into the
wall during the remodel a few years back. No one understood how small things
added up to one big frustration—if only everyone else thought two steps ahead.
Light from the hallway gleamed against the full-length mirror, further
distracting her from her task, and she gaped at her reflection. Her image
reminded her of a Frida Kahlo painting from one of her daughter’s many art
books. The exotic self-portraits presented too many ugly questions, and she felt
that anything worth hanging on the wall ought to compliment her furniture by
prettily receding into the background until called on during polite conversation.
She made Jane return the books to the library—I cannot have such perversity in
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my house.
When she reached for the burnt out light, the heat from the glass singed
her fingertips and the bulb popped back on. The sudden illumination knocked
her from the stool. The cord squeezed tightly around her neck before snapping
from her weight. It burned a ring of hickeys into her skin like the ones on those
vulgar teenagers she hated. Mrs. Bishop landed on her bottom and a slight
crunching sound reverberated through her body. She looked into the mirror
with an emptied out expression—now what Lord, now what.
***
Mrs. Bishop stood among her children and grandchildren watching
her husband’s casket inch into the ground. She tried to control her sobs during
Father Tom’s eulogy, but only managed to start a coughing fit that embarrassed
her sense of dignity, so she thought about her damned brother-in-law to help
even out her disposition.
When they had gotten back from Orlando, Frank insisted his brother
move into the spare room—never mind the trouble. Not even a day later, the
man went out and bought a Harley Davidson motorcycle. The plump-plumpplump thunder of the machine unsettled her nerves.
Worse still, and unaware of her delicate condition, he was perpetually
on top of her to go for a ride, materializing around her house at the most
inopportune moments, like the day he watched her bent over the toilet bowl
and vexed her with talk of fresh air and the freedom of the road. She swore he
studied her backside as though he knew some dirty secret. Another day, while
she sorted coupons from the Sunday paper, he popped up saying—No one
appreciates your virtues Bonnie, might as well enjoy life. She thought virtues
sounded like the bottom of a trashcan coming from his mouth, and felt certain
he peeped down her blouse when he said it. The day before the accident, he
actually pinched her while she took a meatloaf out of the oven.
She had forgotten how she loathed unwelcome men living under her
roof. After father left the state, mother brought the sweaty beasts home for
French lessons. She knew well what went on upstairs, as the neighbor boy had
spied out the secret for her. Frank always wondered where she had gotten her
little tricks—if he only knew. The hours her mother spent locked up in the guest
room usually signaled the start of another family upheaval that ended with
some stranger daddy prying into her business—lord, how that woman made me
suffer.
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Mrs. Bishop collapsed at the edge of her husband’s grave. None of her
children deigned to help her up and her bruised bottom began to ache. Bursts
of heat sprayed from her face and chest like a roiling pot of vegetable oil. She
bowed her head to pray but thoughts of her brother-in-law turned her face
inside out.
No sooner had Donald’s bones fully mended than he was talking about
going sky diving or kite surfing. She was happy at the prospect of him being off
and away from the house so she could get her work done in peace, except that
he drew Frank into his madness. The thought of two grown men taking private
surfing lessons in the middle of winter galled her good sense.
To scandalize her sensibility further, the two men found a place
offering specials on tandem bungee jumping for Valentine’s Day. Why she
went along to observe, she did not know. After the first jump, each man came
back buzzing for more. The two overgrown boys walked around crazy with
excitement trying to convince her that she should take the plunge—foolishness,
plain stupid foolishness. While they harnessed up again, the attendants made
a few minor adjustments to the contraption. Frank, the quiet man who never
sassed her, said with a smile—just loosen up Bonnie. Then, the two brothers
stepped off the platform, somehow tangling the cords as they fell. The rebound
snapped their necks like a couple of Thanksgiving Day turkeys.
With the dangling image of her husband in mind, she looked down
into the shiny coffin and saw her reflection. Something weary around the eyes
reminded her of her mother’s constant curse—honey you’ll end up just like me
some day. She began to wonder if it might be true. Her children hovered behind
her like three ghosts afraid of getting lost in the light—I hated my mother too.
Mrs. Bishop desperately wanted to run out of the cemetery and
away from all her memories, all her mother’s mistakes, but she stood still,
determined to grieve with dignity. She was nothing like that irresponsible
woman, the exact opposite—I am a perfect wife and mother, the picture of a
good homemaker.
But the image staring up out of the grave haunted the moment,
threatening to twist her life, as always, into filth—I am better than you.
She stood and threw a handful of dirt into the hole, blotting out her
face. Then she turned away, hands outstretched toward her family, but they just
stood there without reaching for her. She crumbled and began to sob like the
day she was born—God, what have I done.
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***
Bonnie rubbed down the leg of lamb with a paper towel, gently
removing the excess marinade. She placed the aromatic meat on a roasting rack
and sprinkled it with salt before adorning it with rosemary sprigs—perfect.
The children would surely arrive out of habit after the church service got over,
even though none had sent back the RSVP cards she had included in their
invitations. It was the same every year. She stopped herself from complaining
about the lack of good manners—time I looked on the bright side. So instead,
she happily drizzled olive oil on the vegetables, tossed them with spice, and
then spread them out on a sheet pan lined with foil. The heat from the oven
washed over her face as she slid the food inside—they are going to love it.
For weeks, she found ways to drop by on her children to help them out
in whatever way she could think. She deposited miscellaneous bits of grocery
she had gotten on sale into their pantries—cannot be eating meals from boxes
all the time. She carted the odd grandchild to the odd afterschool lesson, always
sure to dispense positive advice—one must always do one’s best you know.
She even managed to say—I love you, while folding laundry with her favorite
daughter-in-law.
She hurried over her other pots confident that nothing would boil over
and that she had time to hide the hollow Easter eggs in the yard. Last night,
after the evening church service, she had filled the colorful plastic containers
with all sorts of special treats—they are going to have such a good time. On her
way out the door, she spied the blinking red light of the answering machine, but
ignored it. She had no time for idle chatter today.
When she finished outside, she put on Mozart’s Die Zaberflote and ran
through the house with a feather duster to make sure everything was spotless—
cleanliness is next to godliness you know. She bustled around her table
adjusting the linens and fine-tuning the silver to insure a flawless presentation.
She sprinkled confetti and glitter on the smaller kiddy table—the proof is in
the details. With nothing out of place and every speck of dirt removed from the
house, Bonnie settled into the kitchen to finish off the supper.
She pulled the lamb from the oven to rest, allowing the juices to
redistribute. She ladled food into serving dishes and set them on ornate trivets.
She dropped ice into the crystal goblets and poured the water. She popped
a cork on a bottle of Pinot to air it out. She set out the butter to soften. She
topped off the saltshaker and peppermill. She lit the candles and waited for the
doorbell to ring.
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When the cuckoo clock struck the top of the hour, she opened the
blinds in the living room to look out at the empty driveway. She paced the
hallway near the front door and checked her face in the mirror. Surely, Edward
and his family would pull up any minute. George was always fashionably late.
Jane never got out of bed before noon and probably had to pick up one of her
interesting beaus for embarrassment’s sake. To distract herself, she carved the
lamb and artfully served each plate—voila.
After another half hour, she played the phone messages. One by one,
she listened to the half-truths left by each of her children. We just don’t want
you to bother over us. We decided last second to drive to the Keys. Besides, I’ve
got a migraine. On and on, she digested their voices until the machine bleeped
to silence, and she erased their words.
She sat down at the empty table, the food gone cold, and stared at the
wall. One faded picture from her mother’s family album caught her eye, a little
girl standing on the front stoop of a cracker house, looking too afraid to step
into the yard. The girl seemed to be saying—Mama, I don’t want to mess it up.
At the edge of the porch, a thin blanket of snow, clean, clean snow covered the
ground.
Mrs. Bishop stood and took a tentative step toward the door, and then
another, until she was out of the house and in the street. She turned east and
walked out of the neighborhood to the new expansion bridge spanning the
Indian River Lagoon. The curved line of concrete and steel seemed to stretch
out in an impossible compromise with gravity. At the top, she leaned against
the rail watching a sailboat heading toward the inlet and chanted with the sweet
voice of an angel so that he might hear—God, I wish I never gave birth, God, I
wish I never gave birth, Oh lord God, I wish I never gave birth.
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Sunrise by Terry Carter
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POOR RECEPTION
Michael Dickel

I’ve never learned to deal with death well. I suppose that almost anyone can say
this, or feel it. But I remember it in the marrow of my bones.
After my father’s death I spent a couple of weeks with my mother, helping to
clear out and pack up my father’s personal belongings and clothes. When I
returned to my own bedroom, the moment I walked in, I couldn’t remember it
anymore. Was it mine? The childhood bedroom I had slept in for a couple of
weeks had somehow estranged me from my present life.
Suddenly, the whole room tipped to the side. I almost fell over. Or, at least, it felt
like that in the moment of the experience.

My bedroom is in the attic, or what used to be an attic before prior owners of the
house expanded it. A TV rests on my dresser, to the left of the mirror but partially
obstructing its reflective surface. The mirror encircles a section of the opposite
wall within it. I look at the blank screen on the TV set, then into the silver
bedroom mirror; reach to the TV set to turn on a movie. As a child, I remember,
I expected the TV to start where I had last shut it off, to finish unfinished
programs—television memory. Now it does exactly that, with cable, digital
recording, DVDs—technological memory. The TV briefly draws my attention as
it comes on, but my gaze goes back to the mirror. Reflected memory...

A child stands on a chair, pulls down tooled leather cases: inside, guns rest,
nestled down to bed; the leather feels firm, smooth under his fingertips. Power
surges up and out from the hard metal surfaces. He knows this somehow, that
from the worked-wood handles this power reassures the hand. He fingers the
zippers, puts the guns back on the closet shelf. Memory.

Fingers run through my beard as I watch myself in this mirror image of reflected,
refracted memory. In the glass image, my father stands behind my left shoulder.
Behind my father’s left shoulder, my grandfather smokes a cigar. My thumb
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absently wipes down four fingers—one-two-three-four, counting the fingers of
each hand with my opposed thumb. One-two-three-four. The fear mantra.

The movie child on screen stands at the top of stairs; in the mirror, I see that the
landing overlooks a living room. My father’s mouth opens. His father screams
out in rage.
“I’ll kill you. You son of a bitch. I’ve got the guns,” his father’s voice cracks out,
“and I’ll use them.”
At the top of the stairs, the child, pulled from warm sleep, with his thumb counts
time on his fingers. One-two-three-four. Yelling yanked him from bed, drew him
out of his room and onto the landing. The child slides his thumb from finger to
finger, brushes the thumb and each finger, moves the thumb faster. He counts out
the fear mantra. One-two-three-four, one-two-three-four, one-two-three-four. He
moves his thumb faster and faster, pressing less and less, barely brushing. He
counts out the fear mantra silently, air in his skull, a dry and empty mouth. Onetwo-three-four, one-two-three-four, one-two-three-four.
His brother taunts the father, “Try it. I filed the firing pins, they won’t work.”
“God-damned liar.”
“Jim, don’t...” His mother’s voice scolds, but somehow now also brittle with fear.
The boy cringes, falls back a step deeper into the shadows of the landing, towards
darkness, towards safety, away, away from this ripping fabric screen.
“Sometimes I wonder if you even love your children,” his mother cries.
“Of course I love my children. He probably isn’t mine, though, is he?!”
“I doubt he loves anybody,” the brother has grown bold in his teen years.
“You son of a bitch.”
The child stands forward. Words catch in his throat. One-two-three-four. This
moment he could, perhaps, save it all. One-two-three-four. Sew the movie screen
back together. One-two-three-four. Place a patch on it all. One-two-three-four. It
is up to him to stop this battle. End the war. One-two-three-four. The fear mantra
sticks in his throat. One-two-three-four. He failed again to prevent the explosion
he thinks he ignited. One-two-three-four. The fear mantra sticks in his throat.
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Then he breaks loose, “I know he loves me...”

The movie stops, flickering off like an old celluloid film broken in the sprockets,
the blank screen of my memory reflecting only shadowy images in the mirror.
What happens next? I don’t recall.

I was going to be a different kind of man than my father. But I never asked if I
should be a different type of man than my father’s son. If I had not asked whether
I should be a different man than my father’s son, it was also a question he had
not asked. There are rumors of a push down the stairs. Of my father’s mother
dying from bleeding after a miscarriage. Of the two twisted together in a knotted
silence.

I stare into the mirror. My father’s image reflects behind my right shoulder.
Behind his right shoulder, my grandfather, his image thin and pale. My
grandfather chews his cigar and spits brown tobacco juice.
My grandfather’s brother shot a pistol at his wife, my great-aunt. The bullet
whizzed by their daughter, my father’s cousin, so close that she felt hot air. The
cousin’s second husband told me this after her funeral. The men in my family
condescendingly dismissed both women as strange after their respective divorces.
I turn from the mirror.
An old man stands to my right. A nearly transparent older man stands behind
him. My father holds out guns and cigars in wrinkled hands, but I turn away from
them and shut off the TV.
The images break up, as though from the static of poor reception.
Do you understand?
My words echo in an empty room.
My breath comes in and goes out again.
I walk downstairs to the ground floor.
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Taking Flight by Terry Carter
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Xavier RemeMbers his father
Justin Pahl

‘Xavier Mendoza, poet, tells Maria Rosa Ramirez, head coroner for the city of
San Rafael, Mexico, about his father while lying in bed on a Sunday afternoon’

“I think of my father sometimes, his huge hands like bricks. I remember them
on my shoulders as a kid. I was born in the desert and I spent my pre-memory
years there. By the time my life takes any structure, my mother had taken the
two of us out of the desert and we were in our very modest, but nice, house here
in San Rafael. I don’t know what she did those first years, she was lost in that
mysterious ether of the adult world. I suppose I’d rather not know. Eventually
she became an elementary school teacher. She took it very seriously. But my
father. Oh, my father. He was a preacher, he always said, a proselytizer for the
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. A nomadic preacher. He would show up every so
often at our door with no bags, no nothing. I remember how he would sit at the
table, ravenous and so skinny, but his hands were still so formidable and stern.
He sat very dogmatically and devoured whatever my mother cooked him. The
two of us wouldn’t eat - he always showed up very late at night or very early and we’d just watch him shoveling food into his sun-chapped face. My mother
would ask him what he was doing and, very seriously, he would say, ‘Doing
God’s work, Esperanza.’ They would talk late into the night, and I would try to
listen from bed but she always put on music so I couldn’t hear them whispering.
Once, I came out of my room, pretending I’d woken to go to the bathroom, and
they were dancing, very formally and staidly. There was no romance in it, not
even a breath of sex. They just moved formally through our living room, both
looking past the other one at some indeterminate middle distance. My mother
saw me and smiled this meaningless, empathetic little smile, like she was saying
‘Oh, you wanted to see this silly thing?’ I never saw them do it any other time,
never heard them dancing, but it was very clear it was this ritual they had. It was
obvious in how easily the steps came, how perfectly they matched each other.
And then, the next morning, my mother would pack me a suitcase and drive the
three of us into the desert, into whatever the hell village Dad had left his things
in, and she would drop us off there, kiss me on the head, and drive off. I’d spend
the next month riding around the desert with my father. The first few summers, I
rode on the back of his horse, but eventually I became too big and he had to teach
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me how to ride my own. We’d ride into and out of the canyons. He never carried
a map. The trails, the connections between places, were a part of his genetic fiber.
He just knew. I would follow him, watching his horse muscling up and down
the switchbacks, the old trunk that held all his belongings. The sun was more
powerful than anything I’ve ever felt. Out there, I felt the shear force of the thing,
how incommensurable it is. We would emerge from a canyon into a cathedral of
light, that’s the only way I can describe it. The weight of it was religious. The
stars, as you can imagine, were divine. The country out there is ascetic, it makes
you believe fully in God, or at least in something bigger and something fierce
and maybe vengeful. He went from village to village, some of them nomadic
themselves - though even those he knew how to find - and he’d preach to
whatever villagers would congregate. I don’t think I ever saw him convert a soul,
nor do I ever remember him trying. Everyone knew him, and he knew everybody.
The borders were familiar, who was already saved, who was pretending to be
saved, who had no desire to be saved. I’d watch him preach, and I can’t begin to
express the pride I felt in the man, that this was my father, the man everyone was
listening to as he read his verses and told his stories. ‘I’m a story teller,’ he once
told me. ‘I love telling stories.’ I can’t convey strongly enough how profoundly I
admired the man, how deeply I wanted to become my father. I wanted to wander
and tell stories, to move people with my stories, to make them laugh and cry
the way he did. It seemed like most noble profession in the world, even though
I knew, even as young as I was, that he was profoundly poor, that he survived
entirely on the generosity of the villagers and fellow nomads. They gave him
money, probably out of pity. Offerings he insisted on calling them. I remember
the agave farms and the mango farms. Jesus, we ate more fresh mango than
you could ever imagine, and then stayed up all night shitting it out. I remember
the artisans with their meticulous pottery, the mystics who were peripatetic like
Dad, the fortune tellers and the seers, all of them women, older than time, who
materialized and dissolved like rain with their sets of cards and their preposterous
jewelry. I remember these poor, incredibly poor people listening to Dad talk
about Jonah in the whale‘s belly or the prodigal son coming home. He always
looked at me when he talked about the prodigal son, always winked, and I
swelled with pride. He‘d pass around this hand carved, wooden bowl while
he was preaching, and these poverty stricken folks would drop in coins, out of
bemusement or pity or God knows what. And I’d be grinning like an idiot, so
proud of my father with his outlandish stories, stories they‘d heard a hundred
times, probably. As I got older, he started to let me lead us on horseback. He’d
turn to me and nod, and then slow down and let me pass him into the open desert.
But something was missing inside me. Whatever was in his blood, his father’s
blood, his father’s father’s blood, wasn’t in mine. We’d quickly become lost, and
he’d have to extricate us. And the languages! He spoke every one of them, every
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peculiar dialect. He would try to teach me, but each summer he’d have to start
over again. I’d forget everything. I started to dread his appearances. I knew I
was failing him. He was a very simple man to read, usually impassive, but if you
hurt him or betrayed him, the look was unmistakable. And my despair seemed to
affect him, too. Or, he seemed to be faltering, too. My last summer with him, we
nearly drowned in a flash flood in one of the canyons. He said, for years, that he
could smell rain in his bones a hundred miles away. I believed him, because he
always knew when a storm was coming, we always got out before the rains. But
this time we were in the bottom of a canyon, and the walls started to shake, there
was this astonishing, guttural roar. It was pure terror, and I’ll always remember
the look on his face. Not the horror of it, but the disbelief that he’d been mislead
by his senses. It sounded like the world was breaking into pieces around us. We
got out, just barely. But he was shaken for the next week, going blank during his
sermons, forgetting words and names. I’d never seen him like that, or maybe I’d
just never noticed. It’s amazing the things we overlook as kids when we develop
these myths. The empty spaces in the desert, between villages or troubadour
tribes, grew ever larger. We barely spoke. I couldn‘t bare to look him in the eye.”
“So what happened?” she asks.
“The next year, he just never showed. Summer came and passed and he
didn’t materialize. That September, one Saturday, my mother drove the two of us
to one of the towns he sometimes used as a jumping off point. We asked around,
but no one had seen him in at least half a year. My mother left our phone number
with everyone she could, and begged them to call if they ever heard any word.
No one ever called. He never showed up again, but for most of my adolescence,
I dreaded his presence. I dreaded that he would show up, unexpectedly, and say
that he was taking me back into the desert. I hoped he was dead. I prayed that he
wouldn’t come back because I couldn’t bear the shame of knowing that in these
villages he would be embarrassed by me, that I didn’t speak the languages or
that my feet were blistered from the heat or that I hesitated to eat the food they
offered.”
He smiles very faintly, like a quarter moon, shaking his head.
“I can still remembering him preaching, gesticulating with those huge,
bulky hands. He looked like a fucking raving madman. He probably was, they
probably all spoke ill of him when he left and called him the lunatic. But he
preached with this incredible clarity, this confidence I’ve never found. He was
never afraid of calling something what it was, never afraid that he would sound
redundant or trite. He just didn’t worry about the artifice of it, right? There was
an undeniable power about him. Maybe it came from the desert itself, this lunatic
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emerging from the monastic desert, sunburned and wind chafed and gaunt like
a rock that’s endured a million years of erosion. How terrible that I wished him
dead, right? I think sometimes I should ride back out to those villages, ask around
for him. Maybe he’s not dead, I think. But then I can’t ride a horse anymore, and
I wouldn’t know how to find those villages, or how to speak the language. They
would laugh at me, and even if he was alive, why would they tell me? No, no.
All I can do is wait, I guess. Wait and hope that the winds of fate will deliver me
news, or maybe his body. But with each year I accept the truth, which is that I’ll
probably never know what happened to him. That he has disappeared, and that
I‘ll live my life in his shadow, knowing that he probably died disappointed that I
wasn‘t a better son, wasn‘t more like him.”
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Bead Peddler by Ira Joel Harber
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Jeffrey Alfier has work forthcoming in Poetry Ireland Review, South Carolina
Review, and Tulane Review. His latest chapbook is The City Without Her
(Kindred Spirit Press, 2012), and his first full-length book of poems, The Wolf
Yearling, is forthcoming from Pecan Grove Press.

Matthew Brooks earned a Ph.D. in Communication from the University of
South Florida and an M.A. in English from Kansas State University. When he is
not teaching composition classes or fighting epic light saber battles, he writes.

Terry Carter is a designer and photographer currently residing in Madisonville,
KY. However, she has lived and traveled extensively throughout the US and
Caribbean and enjoys documenting her trips through the camera lens. She also
specializes in family photographic portraits. You can view some of her work at
http://tappingflamingo.blogspot.com.

Cristina Castro hails from the Philippines and is a graduate of St. Louis
University with a degree in accounting. She currently resides in the Republic
of Palau and has been the Controller of Western Caroline Trading Company
since 1992. A lover of nature, she appreciates and documents its beauty through
photography.

Kevin Cook lives near Canada with his wife and two cats. He is pursuing poetry
and photography from the space of his living room and/or universe. He does not
eat any living creature nor believe in any god. He believes this is the way life was
meant to be. His work has appeared in Der Greif.
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Holly Day is a housewife and mother of two living in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
who teaches needlepoint classes in the Minneapolis school district. Her poetry
has recently appeared in The Worcester Review, Broken Pencil, and Slipstream,
and she is the recipient of the 2011 Sam Ragan Poetry Prize from Barton College.
Her most recent published book is Notenlesen für Dummies Das Pocketbuch,
while her novel, The Trouble With Clare, is due out from Hydra Publications in
2013.

Michael Dickel, a writer and photographer, holds degrees in psychology, creative
writing, and literature. He co-edited Voices Israel Volume 36 (2010). Dickel’s
poetry, prose, and photographs have appeared in small-press literary journals,
anthologies, art books, and online—including Sketchbook, Zeek: a Jewish
Journal of Thought and Culture, Poetry Midwest, why vandalism?, and Poetica
Magazine. His latest book of poems is Midwest / Mid-East: March 2012 Poetry
Tour.

Colin Dodds grew up in Massachusetts and completed his education in New
York City. He’s the author of several novels, including The Last Bad Job, which
the late Norman Mailer touted as showing “something that very few writers have;
a species of inner talent that owes very little to other people.” Dodds’ screenplay,
Refreshment– A Tragedy, was named a semi-finalist in 2010 American Zoetrope
Contest. His poems have appeared in scores of publications, and he has been
nominated for the Pushcart Prize. He lives in Brooklyn, New York, with his wife
Samantha.

Ira Joel Haber was born and lives in Brooklyn. He is a sculptor, painter, book
dealer, photographer and teacher. His work has been seen in numerous group
shows both in USA and Europe, and he has had 9 one man shows including
several retrospectives of his sculpture. His work is in the collections of The
Whitney Museum Of American Art, New York University, The Guggenheim
Museum, The Hirshhorn Museum and The Albright-Knox Art Gallery. His
paintings, drawings, photographs, and collages have been published in over 100
on line and print magazines.
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Clifton Kelly is currently a lecturer of English at the University of West Alabama
and received his Ph.D. from the University Southern Mississippi after receiving
his M.A. from the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Originally from
Highland Home, Alabama, he currently resides in Meridian, Mississippi.

John Kidd is an IET graduate from the prestigious University of Southern
Mississippi. He is from the small town of Decatur, MS where he currently
resides. Despite his engineering degree, he proclaims that his heart truly lies
within English and reading. He started writing poems and indulging in the art of
hip-hop around the ages of 15 and 16. In his spare time, he likes to read, play
sports, and of course write.

Antonia Klimenko was first introduced on the BBC and to the literary world by
the legendary Tambimuttu, editor of Poetry London. Though her manuscript was
orphaned upon his passing, her poems and correspondence are included in his
Special Collections Archive at Northwestern University. A former San Francisco
Poetry Slam Champion, her work has appeared in Howl: San Francisco Poetry
News, The Bastille, and in the anthology Strangers in Paris–New Wrtitings
Inspired by the City of Light. She lives in Paris.

John Lambremont, Sr. is a poet from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, where he serves
as editor of Big River Poetry Review (bigriverpoetry.com). John has a B.A. in
creative writing and a J.D. from Louisiana State University. His poems have been
published internationally in many reviews and anthologies, including The Chaffin
Journal, Words & Images, The Louisiana Review, Picayune, The Chaffey Review,
Sugar House Review, Suisun Valley Review, San Pedro River Review, and Taj
Mahal Review, and he has been nominated for The Pushcart Prize. John has work
forthcoming in The Ampersand Review and The Zip Code Project. His blog of
previously published poems can be found at http://jlambremontpoet.blogspot.
com.
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Brian McCarty is a native of Hattiesburg, MS, where his imagination was
warped to its current absurd state by incessant humidity and the assorted
delicious drawls of his fellow Mississippians. After a lengthy undergraduate
career at the University of Southern Mississippi, where he studied with the
wonderful poets Angela Ball and Julia Johnson, he is pursuing his MA in
American literature at Kansas State University.

Daniel McMillian was born and raised in Ft. Pierce, Florida. He will be
attending Flagler College in St. Augustine, Florida in the Fall of 2013. This is his
first publication.

Kyle Nolan developed an early interest in photography and the arts having
grown up in the suburbs of Philadelphia. After a ninth grade photography class,
he knew that black and white photography was his medium of choice. Black and
white photos have a way of taking us to another place and time. Kyle’s genres
of choice include landscape, architectural, and automotive. A natural evolution
of his love for photography is his new found passion for film. He plans to attend
Florida State University, for media production, this coming spring. When not
filming or photographing, Kyle is surfing at the beach or riding motocross.

T.A. Noonan is the author of Dress the Stars (Dusie Kollektiv, 2013), The Bone
Folders (Sundress Publications, 2011), Petticoat Government (Gold Wake Press,
2011), Darjeeling (Ahadada Books, 2008), and Balm (Flaming Giblet Press,
2006). Her poetry, fiction, and nonfiction have appeared or are forthcoming in
Hobart, Eleven Eleven, Ninth Letter, RHINO, specs, Phoebe, Harpur Palate,
and more. Currently, she lives in Florida with her partner, where she serves as
Associate Editor of Sundress Publications, as well as Managing Editor of its
imprint, Flaming Giblet Press.

Justin Pahl grew up outside Chicago and came of age outside Philadelphia. He
considers both places to be home. He is a freelance writer and editor currently
living in Istanbul, where he recently completed his first novel.
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Reena Prasad is a poet from India, now based in Sharjah. She has several poems
published in the following English anthology collections: Change, Love in
Verses, Musings-A Mosaic, Five Anthologies by Barry Mowles and Friends, and
Brian Wrixon’s Anthologies. In addition, she has work published in several online
journals and magazines including Carty’s Poetry Journal, Indian Ruminations,
Indian Review and Youth Ki Awaaz.

Stacy Pratt is a citizen of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma living in
Watertown, NY, where her husband is stationed with the 10th Mountain Division
at Fort Drum. An instructor of literature and composition at SUNY-Jefferson in
Watertown, she is currently working on an annotated discography of heavy metal
songs inspired by literature.

Gianna Russo is the author of the full-length poetry collection, Moonflower
(Kitsune Books, 2011), which is a Florida Book Awards bronze medal winner,
Florida Publishers Association Presidents’ Award silver medal winner, and an
Eric Hofer First Horizons finalist. Russo is founding editor of YellowJacket
Press, currently Florida’s only publisher of poetry chapbook manuscripts, for
which she won a 2011 Creative Loafing Best of the Bay Award. A Pushcart Prize
nominee, she has published poems in Tampa Review, Ekphrasis, Crab Orchard
Review, Apalachee Review, Florida Review, Florida Humanities Council
Forum, Karamu, The Bloomsbury Review, The Sun, Poet Lore, saw palm, The
MacGuffin, and Calyx, among others. Her creative nonfiction has appeared in
the St. Petersburg Times. In her first stab at fiction, she contributed a chapter to
the collaborative novel 15 Views of Tampa Bay, published serially on the website
of Barrow Street Press. She teaches at St. Leo University, where she is also
managing editor of Sandhill Review.

Professor April Van Camp earned the Doctor of Philosophy in English Texts
and Technology at University of Central Florida. She studied the implications of
communicative technologies on the humanities, emphasizing photography’s role
in cultural narrative. She has served on the faculty of Indian River State College
since 2000, teaching composition, American, English, and World literature, and
Children’s literature. She served two terms as President of the Florida College
English Association, and she has been a member of FCEA since 1996. Professor
Van Camp also supports The Zora Fest Committee of Fort Pierce, and she has
published an essay on Hurston’s work.
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The Indian River Review is published annually. For submission guidelines
and call for papers, authors should refer to the journal’s weblog:
http://theindianriverreview.wordpress.com
To purchase an issue of The Indian River Review, contact or visit the Indian
River State College River Shop located at the Main Campus in Fort Pierce,
Florida:
877-770-2665
TheRiverShop@irsc.edu
http://www.bookstore.irsc.edu
Indian River State College
3209 Virginia Ave.
Ft. Pierce, FL 34981
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